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Introduction 
A subtle, but grandiose scheme to realign the government(s) of the United States into a military junta is 

past the planning stages. Dissecting the means, methods, and motives of the Military Industrial 

Complex’s strategic conversion of civilian authority into a new “National Security Corporate Military 

Services Complex” is a task endeared to the forensic scientist not to political or social scientists. The 

forensic scientist discerns elements of the past; how did they meet their end, what is the present 

evidence, and all formalized to build an evidentiary chain of events that include motive, means, and 

opportunity. It is necessary to retrieve and analyze the remains of the past five decades in order to 

understand the nature of the crime that is being committed today. This crime is most heinous; it is a 

crime against the whole body of the sovereign, against the citizens of the United States of America. 

Today the “National Security Corporate Military Services Complex” maintains a low profile as it installs 

the necessary controls and instruments that will subvert the civilian government of the Unites States of 

America. Under the umbrella of state secrets, it is infeasible to accurately describe and enumerate the 

components, vehicles, conspirators, and functionaries that would have the citizens of the United States 

of America converted into a subservient population stripped of democratic governance, the bill of rights, 

and their role as sovereign. The strategic effort to transform government, codified in multiple domains, 

across commercial, governmental, and academic institutions involves thousands of actors doing their 

part. From moneyed elites, politicians, state and local officials, and the companies that profit from the 

direction (or misdirection) the country is heading. This is not a conspiracy; it is a “logical” coup. 

Background: The Singularity is a Duality 
Arising from several sources, the “Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the United States”, the Pentagon 

posits a theory that views a role in governance granting the military preeminent sovereignty. The first 

neo-conservative theory that enumerated the deliberate transformation of the Pentagon was expressed 

in a pre neo-conservative thesis on warfare and the projection of U.S. military power, “Shock and Awe, 

Achieving Rapid Dominance.” Recently the narrative was modified to suit a new set of conditions and 

fears from within the Pentagon and the Military Industrial Complex. These fears are twofold: 

1.) The concept of free peoples—citizens that may vote to change representatives or legislators 

indifferent or hostile to the Pentagon and thus are a direct threat to the current Military 

Industrial Complex.1 

2.) The second, and equally freighting fear, is that military program and authorization budgets are 

under stress as sequestration forces members of the Department of Defense (DoD) to re-orient 

internal priorities and balance them with expectations2. 

                                                           
1
For years, the Pentagon has viewed the civilian population as a threat to not only to their authority, but also to 

their very existence. For senior, career officers, the citizen appears as an existential threat to military leaders in 
every faction of the armed forces.  
2
 Not to diminish the opportunity presented by re-casting the DoD’s role in the world, the release of another 

doctrinal thesis is the Joint Publication 3 (MARO) that asserts a half dozen roles in what is termed “Peace 
Operations”, or PO’s. 



The Issue(s)—or—My My What Big Eyes you have 
The issues surrounding the DoD when it comes to budgets is a subject worthy of a thesis by itself, but it 

is understood that the Pentagon has no knack for efficiency or effectiveness when it comes to priorities 

and procurement. The Pentagon is seen as a de-facto jobs program, where large systems such as a new 

series of nuclear submarines are under contract to replace the Ohio class nuclear submarines in the 

fleets today promises to fill the coffers of the contractors for years. The process of procurement makes 

any system developed for the DoD seem like a lifetime project. Why is this relevant; the historic failure 

to clean up the Pentagon and bring order to the DoD enterprises, the Pentagon has consistently and 

reliable defied any attempt to transform it. The DoD’s organizations, missions, and budgets cannot be 

compressed. If you’re a physicist the DoD represents water—an uncompressible fluid. 

For too many decades, the endless stream of contractors (Lockheed Martin, Raytheon, Boeing, General 

Dynamics, Rockwell, Northrup Grumman, and many more) firmly attached to the teat of the U.S. 

taxpayer are crying foul as the threat of slicing budgets looms. The plethora of military service concerns 

that “surged” the congressional armed services committees in late 2012 and early 2013 represented a 

vast array of branch officers and contracting executives. The cry was deafening, branch and service 

officers were claiming an adverse impact on readiness, the dangers of not being able to deploy forces—

not just a lie but also an outright theft from the United States taxpayer. The Pentagon seems incapable 

of grasping the true threat to the organization—the decimation of the United States economy. 

 

More than One Pretty Penny 
With what is most certainly a 10 trillion dollar budgeti in the last ten years, the fact that any Pentagon 

official or contractor is crying foul is just plain absurd. Nowhere in the annuals of time has some much 

been spent to achieve so little (Saddam and Bin Laden are dead). Why not just put a wanted poster up 

“Wanted: Saddam Hussein and Bin Laden, Five Trillion Dollar ($5,000,000,000,000.00) Reward Each”. 

Recent senate and congressional hearings for the Department of Defense have produced a small 

reprieve for the Pentagon. Ironically, there were no expert witnesses called before the house or senate 

committees proffering that the procurement of new aircraft carriers, fighter jets, nuclear submarines, 

and no less than twenty four other systems be suspended or curtailed? Let alone “the fact” that the 

entire DoD (moreover the federal government) procurement system is an inefficient, spend as much as 

you can before October, disaster that has yet to be addressed. And, what of the DoD’s inability to 

accurately assess risk, requirements, and force structure? When Donald Rumsfeld declared that the Iraq 

war (portions to be paid by Iraqi oil) would be two hundred and fifty billion dollars 

($250,000,000,000.00) have half a million (500,000) trained Iraqi security personnel in two years, and a 

bouquet of flowers—no one called him on it. Reminds one of Microsoft in the mid 1990’s thinking the 

Internet was a fade. But at least some people told Bill Gates he was ill informed. Rumsfeld was 

surrounded by a gaggle of yes men and women. 

 



A Future of Debt 
Where are the indignant taxpayers, having been fleeced twice in the last decade—once by the Wall 

Street barons—and continuously by the military industrial complex’s endless wars? Oh wait, the Feds 

latest round of asset purchases (using IOU’s to buy IOU’s) feed the piggy banks on Wall Street while 

letting the taxpayer subsume the debt. Is the legacy to their children “Sorry kids, we weren’t smart 

enough to discern the facts and we really bungled it up—hope you can come up with 100 trillion dollars. 

Call me if you need anything else…” Essentially the United States taxpayer is subsidizing the purchase of 

trillions of dollars of bonds and assets (Fannie and Freddie) and artificially inflating the housing market. 

At the same time the barons of Wall Street are gulping down as much cheap capital as possible and 

using it to leverage other assets. Mergers and acquisitions in the media, publication, communications, 

and finance industries are substituting potential economic growth with more consolidation. The best 

part, the United States citizen is on the hook for the bill. The Treasury now holds approximately five 

trillion dollars ($5,000,000,000,000.00) of promissory notes to itself. The plan was to by this back while 

rates are cheap in order to prop up the economy. The problem is that the only thing beneficiaries of this 

propping-up are finance and equity managers. Instead of re-investing in equipment, infrastructure, and 

personnel the fat cats just stuffed their faces. Guess who’s getting the bill? 

That brings us to today—but first—a retrospective for the needed context. 

What, You Shoot a Cop! 
After the destruction of the twin towers in New York City on 11 September 2001, the belief that things 

would change was dashed not a month later after the near unanimous passage of the U.S.A Patriot Act 

by the house and senate. On September 12, 2001, it seemed like the moment to get serious regarding 

government functions,   the Military Industrial Complex would act out of loyalty to the sovereign and not 

just to profits. However, it would all be for not, the tragedy that represented an attack on U.S. soil was 

not transformative, the whores of the federal government showed up in force (with stock portfolios in 

hand) to “assist” the government in its “War on Terror”. Momentum for the wholesale exodus of 

taxpayer dollars has a backdrop, the pliability of a frightened congress and executive. One portion of 

government had a different reaction; Senior Pentagon officials may not have been able to rub the stains 

from their trousers, the Pentagon had taken a direct hit, how could the most powerful and awesome 

force in the world be taken so easily? This, it seems, prevented Pentagon officials from standing up to do 

the right thing. The towers in New York having tumbled to the ground as dust and debris was not of 

importance, the modern U.S. military is based on exceptionalism; attacks on the Pentagon are seen as 

the most destructive force in the world, not to be confused with some civilian event. Anecdotally, this is 

similar to what happens when a police officer is shot; every officer is on duty looking for the gunman. 

But, if the average Jane or Joe is gunned down in the streets, homicide detectives will write a report and 

get to it when they can. Individuals shooting civilians is not as important, when someone starts shooting 

at police officers a whole new set of priorities are put into play. Ideally, Pentagon officials should have 

been so moved by the event that even the most recalcitrant members of the Pentagon would have 

stood up to do the right thing. . But no, before the paint dried on the U.S.A. Patriot act, the wheels came 

off the vehicle of reason and the country was on a course destine to bankrupt the country—morally, 

ethically, and financially. 



Reservations, how many in your Party? 
The contracting cabal was waiting in the wings for what was sure to be a bonanza of procurement and 

programs that would fill the floor and hidden vaults of their companies. The problem of runaway 

defense spending was only beginning, as the political class ginned up the need to go to war in Iraq, the 

Fed whores were busy drafting statues, directives, and new authorities to insure the continued feeding 

at the troth. What was a golden opportunity to promote responsible government spending and seize the 

moral authority was lost before most of the political class and cowering intelligentsia even woke up. 

Nevertheless, it was not until years into a conflict that consumed an annual one trillion dollars 

($1,000,000,000,000.00) did questions about the efficacy and rationale of the efforts to exercise the U.S. 

military in an amorphous series of wars. European intellectuals were confused; after the re-election of 

George W. Bush in 2004, they believed that the United States citizen, or even the political class, would 

recognize their folly.  To this day, the majority of congress still refuses to address the issues of reckless 

abandon that was the war in Iraq. It was not until late in the year 2007 when Republicans (Reaganites) 

realized that George W. Bush was to sign a budget for over two and a half trillion dollars 

($2,500,000,000,000.00), a near nine trillion dollar ($9,000,000,000,000.00) debt, and an annual deficit 

of nearly five hundred billion dollars ($500,000,000,000.00); this was the moment that give birth to the 

Tea Party. 

 

Justice will come… 

Nearly as problematic as the budget issues, the encroachment of military practices and procedures into 

civilian law was starting to expand at an alarming rate. With non-functional military courts, secret 

intelligence courts, and a new “classified” U.S. Justice Department adding to a farcical exercise described 

as transparent government, nary a cry was made by legal advocates either inside or outside of 

government. Run by secret fiat, courts, and judges; the citizenry will no longer be made privy to 

evidence or the facts—citizens in U.S. courts were denied access to accusations and evidence used to 

prosecute them. Okay, so we have suspended some rights temporarily, it’s all for the greater good, 

right??? 

 

Wrong!!! 

Over time, the new “National Security Corporate Military Services Complex” (NSCMSC) was busy making 

as many transgressions upon citizens as it could get away with—and more. When in 2007, held by the 

press for two years before being published in the New York Times, it was discovered that AT&T and the 

NSA were involved in secret wiretap program, did the public become aware of something more than 

FISA approved activities. When it was exposed, no one—including the senate select committee on 

intelligence—knew that a secret program ordered by then President George W. Bush, was carried out 

for domestic purposes in this country by an agency that didn’t have the authority to operate in this 

country. The NSA has no domestic charter, by statue or law. The National Security act of 1947 was 

authorization for the establishment of the CIA. I argue that this department, under the umbrella of the 

Department of Defense has no constitutional authority. In fact, the Department of Defense is outside 



the bounds of the constitution. The following is the constitutional authority afforded the executive 

under Article II, § 2: 

“The President shall be the Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States, and of the 

Militia of the several States;” 

To add insult to injury, the authorities of congress with respect to the military or war include the 

following from Article I, § 8: 

“To define and punish Piracies and Felonies committed on the high Seas, and Offenses against the Law of 

Nations; 

To declare War, grant letters of Marque and Reprisal, and make Rules concerning Captures on 

Land and Water; 

To raise and support Armies, but no Appropriation of Money to that Use shall be for a longer 

Term than two Years; 

To provide and maintain a Navy; 

To make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the land and naval Forces; 

To provide for calling forth the Militia to execute the Laws of the Union, suppress insurrections 

and repel invasions; 

To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the Militia, and for governing such Part of 

them as may be employed in the Service of the United States, reserving to the States 

respectively, Appointment of the Officers, and the Authority of training the Militia according to 

the discipline prescribed by congress; 

 

Another blow to the constitution came during the Supreme Court’s hearing of an Illinois case involving 

two lawyers and the eavesdropping on privileged attorney client communications. As the justices threw 

the lawyers a bone by calling the act unlawful, it then struck a blow right into the heart of the 

constitution, eviscerating another constitutional edict. The Justices, fresh from the verdict of Citizens 

United, ignored the fact that congress had passed a law in direct contradiction to the 2nd article of the 

U.S. constitution that congress shall pass no ex post facto law. The immunity law passed by the congress 

and signed by the president, protected participants in the NSA domestic wiretap program from civil 

actions while standing in direct contravention of the constitution. 

 



Keeping the Future “Safe” 
As with most things that require action, the DoD is positioning itself to stave off calamity by raising the 

alarm bells with various threats around the world. As of the start of summer 2013, no less than seven 

active conflicts or tenuous political stress (or pressure) points running simultaneously around the world. 

Exodus from Afghanistan by U.S. troops, increased bombing in Iraq, Syrian civil war, unrest in Egypt, 

Turkish intelligentsia strikes and revolt, South American unrest, North Korean pseudo appeasement, and 

governmental transition in Iran. Moreover, these overt actions have all the appearances of a tempest in 

a teapot (actors provided by CIA operatives in insurgent counter-insurgency). The need to lock in budget 

allocations that rescinds the sequestration and adds another five billion dollars was accomplished in the 

house and will likely make the rounds without much dissent—or the NSCMSC will put more fuel on the 

fire. Seems everyone in congress is pulling his or her own weight to insure the Pentagon does not go 

hungry. 

 

How is this possible? 
The misguided National Security Act of 1947, a grant of power given the President—is the authority to 

designate “any other agency or department” as an Intelligence Community (IC) component. Once 

designated as such, a new set of authorities is bestowed on the agency or department and is under the 

umbrella of DoD. Designated political appointees and identified civil servants are re-classified under the 

newly anointed IC within the “elected” executive department.  It is not clear what other authorities are 

conferred to the IC’s by virtue of the U.S. Patriot Act and the Defense Reauthorization acts of 2011 and 

2013.  What is clear, the reassignment of security services under the newly formed DHS was not just a 

rearrangement of the deck chairs. The DHS operates under a new set of authorities and statues not seen 

in government before. It represents a complete change in the national security apparatus; this 

transformation is to be permanent and was completed prior to President George Bush leaving office. 

Originally, when legislators provided sunset provisions to the Patriot Act, it was understood that it 

would be necessary to unwind these powers. Everyone who signed off on that bill knew what was being 

given (more like taken) and in their hubris relinquished the keys to the vehicle of democracy. Naively the 

people watched this occur; not understanding that one step off the ledge of peril will be met by only 

gravity. 

 

Are we there yet? 

The security apparatus needed to be installed before President Bush’s second term, in case there was a 

presidential election hiccup. The security overhaul was not completed before the 2004 elections—with 

all the voters clamoring for the ouster of the “War” president—the internal political machinery had to 

be guaranteed of the president’s re-election. Too many loose ends, there would be no time to clean up 

the mess. The DoD, NDI, CIA, NSA, DHS, and the twenty other national security tentacles had yet to fully 

transform into the operative government. Statutes, directives, and instructions in nearly every facet of 

government were rewritten—whole text of standing rules, authorities, and directives were made 



incomprehensible by deliberate replacing language with section paragraph references often with 

secondary or tertiary document citing. 

Transforming the language of the authorities went from focusing on the mission of the agency to one of 

command authority. With all command authority terminating at the desk of the Secretary of Defense, 

the President becomes a figurehead. Prior to the 2004 election, the executive was successful in repelling 

the curious from the spending, growth, alignment, and subjugation of the executive in terms of civil 

rights and transparency. You could shine a flashlight down the halls and nothing would reflect or 

illuminate—the darkness only an emperor can summon. 

 

Cleaning up 

If memory serves, the national scandals and events prior to the 2008 elections filled the atmosphere 

before the elections. Abu Grahib, the NSA spying revelations, the bursting of the housing market, and 

bailouts for the automakers and Wall Street! How could an incumbent Republican Party candidate 

successfully run for president and survive such a barrage? They didn’t, he overcame the impediments to 

re-election. For the first time in United States history, nearly 100 seats in the house were re-arranged. 

But this was more a reaction to failure than it was a statement about a specific policy direction. Thus, 

while the car was careening off the cliff a slight bit of pressure was applied to the brakes—but—not 

enough to keep the vehicle from plunging to the bottom of the canyon. 

 

The Force is with Them 

The DoD, under the authority of the President, owns the process that guides the Directory of National 

Intelligence (NDI).  Effectively, the NDI is the intelligence CEO and has authorities that meet that of the 

President. Having another branch or segment of government that shares the power of the presidency is 

disconcerting. Actions taken by the president are thought to be accountable, the NDI in contrast is not 

accountable to the people—political appointees don’t stand for election. Keith Alexander, the current 

NDI director indicates his retirement from the NSA in 2014; the problem is that his position in 

government (currently three executive level positions) does not end with the NSA. More interesting is 

the relationship between Alexander and the Under Secretary of Defense (the second in charge), recently 

the Under Secretary’s role has been modified—giving the Under Secretary equivalence with the 

Secretary. 

Agent Smith—“Neo…”  

 

 

 

 



How far along is this process? 
The United States government is past the planning stage, the implementation phase with a slew of new 

communications systems deployed nationwide, along with the necessary laws and statues in place 

suggests that there is little time. The personnel and their assignments are complete. All the cabal 

requires is the capture of the citizenry; they, being defiled from years of social and moral corruption and 

depravity, represent no real threat. The depraved are not considered citizens—they are to be separated 

and cleansed. It is not clear that this is possible. Whether this “cleansing” will be a bath or a hot shower 

(without water) is not known.   

The NSA and/or FBI are engaged in scope/mission/constitution creep under the guise of keeping citizens 

safe from terrorism (they forget that their primary role is to protect an idea, not persons). There is an 

overarching strategic plan to federalize law enforcement (local police, fire, etc.), allowing local 

government entities with national security clearances not only access to federally classified data but also 

provides a mechanism in which local authorities may classify state or local government information. The 

federal courts have already set the precedence for FIOA requests in such cases. Now, FOIA requests can 

be spread not only across fifty states, but also by local municipalities and cities.  Local “first responders” 

will gather information (designating the data as classified) thus making local agencies unaccountable. If 

this isn’t the SS of Nazi Germany of the mid 1930’s I don’t know what is... 

Permanent Soldiers 
Irrespective of the fact the United States constitution, the framers never intended to have or maintain a 

standing army—it’s thought to be the tool of tyrants. Thomas Paine, Jefferson, Madison and a few of the 

original Tea Party members reasoned using the selective service, or the draft, the maintenance of an 

army is less sustainable when calling on citizens to serve and then return to their regular lives. A military 

career is an anathema to civil democratic societies—the pentagon is contemptuous of civil law and 

rules—they have their own. The proper use of federal and state power to quash attacks or repel 

invaders was that the state militias are the first responders and the U. S. Military is the down range force 

to maintain the peace across the states. Wait, do you smell a conspiracy theorist in our 

mists…nope…here is the explanation. First, we need to get the organizational structure (such as 

departments, authorities, funding, grants, and rules) laid out… 

Given just a half an hour, a gap analysis between the authority, and primarily, the authorizing law, and 

the exercise that is the United States government in action; one can only conclude that all is lost. 

 

Members of the Cast (of Characters) 
The DoD presses the NDI who in turn push the Department of Commerce, and the National 

Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA is probably already designated as a CIN) to 

deploy FirstNET  (this must be a CIN). FirstNET is a national/federal communications system (that far 

exceeds the scope of the 911 commission’s recommendations) employed by state and local agencies, 

with the authority to use expanded federal powers, acting as proxies for the federal government. This is 

how to put brown shirts and boots on the ground. 



From within the Pentagon, DEXCOM executive(s), a report to the Chief of Staff, will wield totalitarian 

level power at the U.S. citizenry. When the President signed the cyber security Executive Order (EO) in 

January 2013, there was no apparent vehicle for funding the requirements of the order. However, the 

EO does not need a vehicle—it will be across budgets—and DoD has figured out how to take taxpayers 

money, specifically the FCC licensing fees from a DoD spectrum auction is the mechanism. The FCC 

claims that there will be no cost to the program. The NDI, FCC, state governors, Commerce, and the rest 

of the cabal believe that the program pays for itself. They don’t seem to understand that the broadcast 

spectrum is a U.S. property belonging to all of us.  

 Also, the FCC forgets that the taxpayer is the wallet, government doesn’t produce anything—from an 

accounting perspective the function of government is “the cost of doing business” for U.S. citizens. It 

appears that it has become very expensive to be a United States citizen. Somebody should warn the 

immigrants that are here—they might reconsider their choice for a shot at a better life. 

Their whole SAPCO governance structure is their wet dream of managing projects government wide—

and it get’s worse. DoD has compartmentalized the strategy (this makes the pentagon terrorist) making 

it nearly impossible to discern that the DoD is at the wheel, but all the glue is there. Look at DoD’s new 

management directives, the cyber security EO (and substitute companies with local governments). 

The conspiracy is far greater in scope--why and how could there be a big security state conspiracy? The 

U.S. government is now the terrorist—operating as cells to do the most damage to the social structure 

as possible—the need to be able to “turn the switch” which is an important element in this hegemonic 

security/military industrial complex mutiny. The EPA would now have the ability to execute 

investigations (for any reason, using any method) in agency activities—so—the EPA drones are ready at 

the flight line. When the above described designation of an agency or department (having become a 

vampire from the deadly NDI bite) is assigned under the NDI agreement, the department or agency 

codifies their new and relevant (highly questionable) authority under the definition of Critical 

Intelligence Need (CIN). 
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i
 A summary of the costs can be referenced at the following location: the projections of costs include defense 
operational budgets, research, CIA, NSA, and domestic security (DHS, Department of Energy, Justice, NASA, and 
Treasury). 


